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What Is A Fencing Master?
The title of Fencing Master is honored throughout the fencing world. Coaches at this level have a thorough
knowledge of fencing and how to teach it at a high level, and are held in high regard by their peers and students.
The world-wide authority for certification of Fencing Masters is the Academie d’Armes Internationale (AAI). The
USFCA is the branch of the AAI in the United States.
Fencing Master is the highest level of accreditation. Masters are capable of teaching fencers from beginners to
high-level competitive champions. Masters can also train other coaches to become Prévôts or Masters.
A coach can be certified as a Master in an individual weapon (e.g. Master of Foil, Master of Sabre, Master of
Épée), and after passing all three will be certified as a Maitre d'Armes - Master of Arms.
This certification requires passing the Prévôt written exam, a written thesis and a comprehensive practical and
oral examination, given by a board of three USFCA fencing masters that are certified to give exams.
Fencing Masters are expected to be able to give a challenging individual lesson to a fencer at a high level (e.g., to
compete at a national level), as well as to be able to instruct novices in the fundamental skills. The Master should
be able to give smooth and effective lessons involving actions of advanced tactics, changes of distance, choice of
reactions, and variations of initiation. The Fencing Master must also be able to demonstrate, teach and elicit
proper technique from their students.
Along with lesson skills the Master should be familiar with training regimens and physical training, in order to
direct the practice sessions, physical training, lessons, and competition schedule of serious competitors. This
requires knowledge of various types of physical conditioning methods and periodization.
As a potential businessman, the Master should be aware of the physical risks and financial liability involved in
both the instruction and management of a fencing club or team. As a likely manager or owner, knowledge of
safety procedures is paramount.
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Quick Guide to Earning Your Certification
Certification Checklist
□ Become a member of the USFCA (www.usfca.org)
□ Read the study guides for Prévôt (Level 4) (available online at www.usfca.org in the reference section available to
members)
□ Pass the online Prévôt (Level 4) written exam with a minimum score of 75 out of 100
□ Submit a Master’s Thesis to the USFCA that is accepted.
□ Pass a practical exam for each weapon for which certification is desired with a minimum score of 75%
Additional information about the certification process is contained in this document, but the checklist above can be used
to help you keep track of your progress while you work to earn your certification. The US Fencing Coaches Association
wishes you every success as you begin your journey in becoming a fencing master.
Note: To earn a certification, it is helpful to work as an apprentice to a USFCA member certified professional.

Specifics to Earning Certification
Candidates must be a current member of the USFCA. Membership information can be found online at
www.usfca.org.
Candidates must pre-register and pay online to take both the written and practical exam. To take the written
exam, go to the USFCA website, log in as a member and look under “Testing and Course” for the Prévôt
(Level 4) written exam. After paying for the exam, the candidate may take it. The test should be taken in a
quiet and private testing area. Under no circumstances should the test be reproduced or disseminated.
The online exam will be graded automatically and your score will be displayed at the end of the exam. Print
out the final exam score for your own records. The printed exam score must be used to show that the written
exam was passed, enabling the candidate to schedule a practical exam. USFCA will maintain a record of all
exams attempted. If the USFCA determines the exam/testing environment has been significantly
compromised, the examination can be considered invalid.
Each certification candidate will have two chances to pass the exam per exam fee within an eight hour
window of time. If the candidate fails the written exam they may register and pay again online and attempt the
exam again when better prepared. Only one written test needs to be taken and passed for each level of
certification. (Taking a second practical examination in an additional weapon does not require taking another
written exam.)
After passing the written exam, the candidate must complete and submit a thesis paper. Coaches wishing to
embark on the process to receive their Fencing Master certification should contact a member of the
Certification and Accreditation Board. A formal request should be made in writing or by email. The candidate
may select anyone to help coordinate the thesis project. The CAB chair will assign a Thesis Review
Committee.
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Once the thesis has been submitted and approved, the candidate may take the practical exam. A minimum
score of 75% on the practical exam is required to pass a weapon. There is no time limit between practical
weapon tests and no requirement that a fencing coach take more than one weapon to earn certification.
Fees must be paid online at the USFCA’s website prior to the test. The candidate has to print out a proof of
purchase to show the examiners that the practical exam was prepaid online.
If the candidate passes the Prévôt (Level 4) written test, the written Moniteur test is no longer needed for
lower certifications such as Moniteur practical exams. However, if the candidate fails the Master practical
exam, a lower level certification is not given (Moniteur or Prévôt) no matter how close the score is to passing.

Resources for Master (Level 5) Candidates
The list below of references and resources are strongly recommended as study materials for the Master (Level
5)candidate, especially if the candidate is not studying directly under the tutelage of a Fencing Master. This list is
recommended in addition to the references for Moniteur candidates. Specific information can be found in the
USFCA’s Suggested Reading List in the resources section available for members at www.usfca.org.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Electric Foil Fencing by Lukovich, 1998
Epee: A Complete Theory by Vass, 1998
Fencing Foil: A Practical Training Guide for Coaches, Parents and Young Athletes , Handelman and Louie,
2014, Pattinando Publishing, San Francisco, CA
Fencing Sabre: A Practical Training Guide for Coaches, Parents and Young Athletes , Handelman and
Louie, 2010, Second edition 2015, Pattinando Publishing, San Francisco, CA
USFCA glossary – found in the Reference area of the USFCA website
Theory, Methods, and Exercises in Fencing by Wojciechowski, 1989
Understanding Fencing, The Unity of Theory and Practice, by Czajkowski, 2005
Risk Management Essentials for Local Sports Organizations

Other important References and Resources for Prévôt Candidates
● USA Fencing rulebook and operations manual
● USFCA - The Swordmaster
● USOC Olympic Coach Magazine

Evaluation Process
Written Exam
The Master candidate will take the Prévôt (Level 4) written exam if it was not already passed during the
Prévôt (Level 4) process. For more information on the Prévôt (Level 4) written exam, please refer to the
Prevot (Level 4) How To document on the USFCA Website.
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Submission of a Master’s Thesis
The Master’s Thesis is an academic paper required of every candidate for the certification level of Master.
This thesis paper demonstrates that the candidate has a sound knowledge of fencing, presents the results of
intensive research into a topic, and adds to the body of knowledge for the coaching community.
A thesis paper may propose to solve a problem, challenge existing ideas, discuss or interpret existing
literature or provide other information valuable to the coaching community. The exact content and nature of
the thesis should be determined with the input of the CAB Chair.
To do justice to a topic or problem, and to prove the expertise of a Fencing Master, a candidate should
expect that a thesis paper will be approximately twenty five pages in length, plus bibliography.
A shorter thesis paper and video presentation is now permitted. The paper and video can complement,
explain and expand on the concepts behind what is presented in either format.
An alternative to the thesis is available (especially for ESL coaches) to obtain a USFCA Master Certification.
The alternative to the thesis may involve, but not limited to, answering a series of Research Questions
relative to fencing that will require research and/or extensive thought and analysis. Questions may relate to
pedagogy, fitness, business acumen or others as deemed appropriate by the CAB.
More specific information about submitting the Master’s Thesis can be found in a separate document
entitled, “Submission of a Master’s Thesis to the USFCA”. This document is available on the USFCA’s
website in the Master’s Certification area.

Practical Exam Policies
Three Fencing Masters must sit on a board to give the Master (Level 5) practical exam. They must be
current USFCA members and Certified Examiners with the USFCA. The candidate should take the test at an
official USFCA coaches clinic – most recommended is the Annual Conference.
If the candidate is registering in advance for examination at a USFCA seminar, workshop, conference, etc.,
the candidate will be assigned a board by the CAB. Upon request, the Certification and Examination Board
can assemble boards to take place at other occurrences. In preparation for the practical exam the candidate
should refer to the appropriate books, suggestions and materials on the practical exam study guide.
Practical exams consist of demonstration of the candidate’s ability to instruct fencing to individuals.
Candidates should be prepared to demonstrate any of the actions listed below in their weapon.
After the exam the Board member(s) will tell the results to the candidate, discuss the exam and answer the
candidate’s questions. The primary examiner will copy the results on the appropriate forms and forward
them to the Secretary of the Certification and Accreditation Board. Any fees should be paid online before the
exam. The candidate will receive Proof of Exam Form after the test is completed validating the results and, if
passed, later a certificate from the USFCA.
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Practical Examination
The Master candidate will demonstrate proficiency in two different types of lessons. During the course of
these lessons the Master candidate is expected to demonstrate a variety of teaching methods. For further
clarification, review the practical exam evaluation form posted on the USFCA website.
Types of lessons
●
●

Option Lesson
Teaching Lessons

Teaching Methods
●
●
●
●
●
●

No reaction (blocked exercise)
Simple reaction (blocked exercise)
Choice reaction (serial or random exercise)
Surprise or switching reaction (unforeseen and random)
Coach initiated
Student initiated

The candidate will give three Teaching Lessons and a full Option Lesson.
The practical exam is divided into three sections:
Each weapon is tested one at a time starting with three short teaching lessons, an option lesson, and finishes with
an oral exam.
Candidates should review the exam score sheet prior to their practical examination to learn how the examiners will
be evaluating their lessons. Candidates should clearly and briefly describe to the Examiners the various parts of

the lessons as they are being done. For example, in the option lesson describe the warm-up drill, then the
introduction of the various options, main lesson and conclusion.

Part One – The Teaching Lesson - 7 to 10 minutes per action
The candidate will perform three different actions, an offensive, defensive and counter-offensive activity to
teach the student. To fully demonstrate an action it should take about five to seven minutes. One action
has to be with the non-dominant hand. Each lesson has to place the action in a bouting tactical situation.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Each action should be taught in blocked sets and correct technical execution is emphasized.
Candidate demonstrates the action at fencing speed and then slowly. Student tries slowly with the
candidate giving a clear, short description as the student does it.
Candidate uses fixing actions at different distances and perfects the action with faster coach initiation
and increased student tempo and footwork.
Each action should be introduced from successive distances.
Show both coach initiated and student initiated methods.
Each action should also be evoked under easy, but realistic tactical scenarios.
The Prévôt candidate should demonstrate a variety of error correction methods.
The actions that the candidate teaches will be randomly drawn from a set of themes (See below).
Once the options are drawn, the candidate will have up to 20 minutes to prepare their sets.
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Part Two - The Option (Training) Lesson – 25 to 30 minutes
●
●
●
●

●
●

Option Lesson includes three parts: warm-up drill and introduction, main lesson and conclusion
The lesson should be between 20-35 minutes
During the introduction the coach should prepare the student for the main lesson by introducing the
actions and tactical situations that will be studied in the main part of the lesson, but presented in a very
easy form.
Tactical situations developed during this lesson should be based on tactical logic, i.e., the tactical tree
or long tactical wheel.
The candidate must use one of the required themes selected that wasn’t used for one of the teaching
lessons as the basis for their option lesson.

During the lesson the Master candidate will show options at three levels. First, for a Y10 level
fencer, then an intermediate adult or Y14 level, and lastly for the elite level. The coach will use
distance, timing, speed, tempo, initiative, along with preparations, and varied footwork to vary the
level of the lesson to the needs of the student’s level along with subtly changing the initial action.

A. Warm-up drill to judge distance and blade skills of the student, followed by the
Introduction of the Options.
No reaction – the first part of the warm-up should be given under very easy conditions. A few drills
for distance and blade control are good to start with to lead into the lesson.
Simple reaction - The introduction of the simple reaction should correlate with the actions that
will be used in the main lesson. Initially these should be coach initiated and in serial order.
B. Main Lesson
●

Choice reaction (with at least 3 tactical possibilities)
● The three tactical possibilities should be developed in the “simple reaction” portion of
the lesson.
● The three tactical possibilities should be announced, but not necessarily presented in
sequential order, using serial and random methods.
● The three possibilities must be based on tactical logic and are tactically related.

●

Choice reaction exercises may be coach initiated in the early phase of the drill, but most of
the exercise should be student initiated.
Surprise (switching reaction)
Unforeseen circumstances should be presented during the lesson to check the student’s
readiness, ability to rapidly switch attention and quality of technical execution.

●

Part of your score will be based on the ratio of doing to talking. Excessive error correction
and explanation interferes with learning and will hurt the Prévôt Candidates score.

●

Another very important element that the examiners will be watching for is the candidate’s
awareness and proper use of distance.

A footnote about distance and timing: Candidates are expected to be aware of the distance at all
times during each of the lessons and to work the student at appropriate distances. The candidate must
also be keenly aware of the concept of “tempo”, using cues and reactions to the student’s movements
with good timing.
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During the lesson the Master candidate will show the same options at three levels. First, for a Y10 level
fencer, then an intermediate adult or Y14 level, and lastly for the elite A level. The coach will use distance,
timing, speed, tempo, initiative, along with preparations, and varied footwork to vary the level of the
lesson to the needs of the student’s level.

Foil Master (Level 5) Exam Weapon Specific Lesson Themes
1. Teach two different preparations using tactical footwork to close distance.

(Examples: using check, double advance, lunge into lunge with opposition)
2. Teach two ways to counter preparations which use “absence of blade”.

(Examples: using false counter-attack, early or “blocking” parries, counter-attack with evasion)
3. Teach counter-time involving invitation as blade work preparation.
4. Teach “feint-in-time” against counter-time and their relationship.
5. Teach two tactical methods for countering the “remise” and “redoublement.”

(Examples: false parry followed by second actual parry, prise de fer, use of distance)
6. Combine two tactical actions that are complementary, teach their relationship, and teach as a basis for a

tactical game.
7. Teach the relationship between distance and the decision between finishing an attack in time and making a

counter-time parry and riposte.
8. Teach two ways to set up and have an advantage in an in-fighting situation. (For example, during a parry of

the opponent's attack, the student advances and closes the distance, keeping his own blade on top of the
opponent's blade to dominate it. He then withdraws his arm to be able to place the point on the opponent's
target to score. This can be shown from parry 4 and 6 positions.)
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Epee Master (Level 5) Exam Weapon Specific Lesson Themes

1. Teach two ways that the fencer can set up and score a touch with engagement in 6 with a fleche. The
candidate should include improvements to the student's fleche technique as necessary.
(For example, invitation by attempt at engagement in 8 and parry 6 riposte or counter-time with 6 parry
riposte with fleche.)
2. Teach how to set up and score with a toe-touch with and without blade contact.
(For example, feint drawing parry 6 and changing target to the toe or riposte from parry 8 to toe.)
3. Teach counter-time using a parry against the counter-attack as well as counter-time with a stop-hit.
(For example, a low-line or bent-arm attack that invites a counter-attack to the student's arm, followed by a
parry 6 of the counter-attack and hit with fleche to body or false attack to toe followed by angulation to
bottom of the counter-attacker's hand as a stop hit.)
4. Teach yielding parry 1 against the opponent's riposte with opposition in 6. Ensure that the candidate
establishes the context of this action, defines it as a potential second-intention action, and breaks down the
technique as needed.
5. Teach two ways to set up and have an advantage in an in-fighting situation.
(For example, during a parry of the opponent's attack, the student advances and closes the distance,
keeping his own blade on top of the opponent's blade to dominate it. He then withdraws his arm to be able
to place the point on the opponent's target to score. This can be shown from parry 4 and 6 positions.)
6. Using only non-verbal cues and distance, teach the student to make the choice between making 1) a parry
and riposte or 2) a counter-attack or 3) a counter-attack followed by a parry. (The key elements in this
lesson include recognizing the greater distance necessary for the counter-attack as well as determining if
the attacker exposes the target upon which to score.)
7. Teach how to use attacks to the hand to set up actions to deeper targets with continuations. Include a
safety action at the end of the phrase.
(Attacks, genuine or false, can be used to provoke reactions from the opponent which open a deeper
target. Reactions could be parries, extensions, footwork, or some combination. The safety action is a parry
or attempt at engagement on the recovery.)
8. Teach how to score a double when leading in the score and avoid a double when trailing.
(There are many ways to score a double. Most ways are attacks that try for a single light, but have a high
risk of getting a double, such as a fleche to the torso against a French-gripper. To avoid the double, the
student could be taught counter-time or any action that results in a touch with opposition.)
9. Teach methods of being successful against a much taller opponent.
(The shorter fencer must maintain control of the opponent's blade when passing through the long lunge
distance of the opponent into the distance in which the student can safely strike the opponent's torso.
Defensive second intention, envelopments and parrying while advancing are useful.)
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Sabre Master (Level 5) Exam Weapon Specific Lesson Themes

Note that in sabre, it is especially important that appropriate footwork, distance, and tempo
changes are shown in all lessons.
1. Teach a tactical progression earning priority from “Ready, Fence” off the line.
(Examples: simultaneous/open-eyes indirect attack/parry riposte, simultaneous/distance defensive
action/attack on preparation)
2. Teach your fencer how to combat an attack in preparation off the line
(Example: invitation with counter-time defense)
3. Teach your fencer how to combat counter-attacks against the march.
(Examples: invitation and counter-time, distance control at advance-lunge distance)
4. Teach your fencer how to combat a strong marching attack
(Examples: false counte-rattack with parry riposte, stop cut (attack on prep)
5. Demonstrate how to teach the use of the point in line in two different ways.
(Examples: derobement, parry-riposte, counter-beat, provocation to pull distance
6. Demonstrate three uses of 'false' or second intention actions
(Examples: as a defensive footwork provocation, defensive false counter-attacks)
7. Demonstrate teaching distance progressions using simple and compound offensive actions.
(start from close and move to longer distances in stages teaching straight attack, feint attack and
disengage attack)
8. Demonstrate teaching a progression of defense/counter-offensive actions using different distances.
(stop cut/parry riposte, defense control from advanced lunge distance with controlled varying riposte
distances)
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Part Three – Examiners’ questions - 10 minutes
After the candidate has concluded the lesson the examiner(s) will have an opportunity to ask questions
and ask for further demonstrations.
MASTER (LEVEL 5) ORAL EXAM TOPICS

The candidate answers General and Weapon Specific questions from the below list for a total of 10-15
minutes. The examiners can also substitute questions pertaining to the lessons previously demonstrated.
1. Footwork: advance, retreat, lunge, recovery, advance lunge, jump lunge, flèche, flunge
2. Preparations: body feints (changes of tempo, direction) absence of blade, engagement, invitation, feint,
false attack
3. Attack on the Blade: beat, pressure
4. Prise de Fer: opposition, croise´ (transfer), lie´ (bind), envelopment
5. Simple attacks:
foil and épée: direct, disengage, coupé, counter-disengage
sabre: head, chest, banderole, flank, cheek, advanced target
6. Composed Attacks: foil and épée - feint disengage, one-two, doublé, low high
sabre: feint head/chest or flank
7. Defensive: parry riposte (simple, composed, lateral, circular, semicircular, diagonal) beat parry,
opposition and ceding, esquives: in quartata, passa di soto, retreats
8. Counter-offensive: stop hit (with blade and without) point-in-line, remise, reprise
9. Second intention actions: counter-time, false attacks, false parries
10. Difference between using the tactical wheel and option lessons
11. Describe Periodization, Pre-season, Competitive, Off-season
12. Discuss the training schedule for an elite fencer during the competitive season
13. Discuss the aerobic and anaerobic energy systems and how to train them for fencing
14. Discuss the training of assistant coaches.
15. Discuss safety, risk management, and professionalism.
If a technique question (1-9) is picked the candidate has 10-15 minutes to cover some of the
following relevant areas as they pertain to the specific technique.
Definition
Classification
Technique analysis
Application of technique
Mistakes to avoid
Tactical considerations
Defensive or offensive response to the action
Teaching techniques for the instructor
How to perfect the action with various preparations
Role of the instructor (corrections of technique additional thoughts)
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At the conclusion of the examiner’s questions the candidate should leave the area while the examiner(s)
records scores. The examiner(s) will call the candidate to return to the testing area where they will receive
feedback from the examiner(s) and their final score. At the conclusion the candidate should salute and
shake hands with the examiner(s).
Traditionally, Fencing Master Candidates needed to prove their skills in fencing and refereeing. As such,
candidates meeting certain criteria will be awarded additional points. Proof of meeting the criteria must be
presented to the examining board during the exam.
Candidate is rated an A or B in any weapon by USA Fencing Candidate has a referee rating of 5 or better (lower) Candidate has taught at a USFCA coaching clinic -

2 points
1 point
2 points

Tips For Taking The Practical Exam
●

Be on time and have students ready.

●

Warm up, you may need to demonstrate some movements.

●

You have the right to ask any questions and express any concern during the exams in a polite and
professional way.

●

The examiner anticipates that you will introduce yourself, give a brief synopsis of your fencing program
and your students.

●

Your uniform should be sharp, clean and professional.

●

Speak clearly and in a voice loud enough for the examiner(s) to hear you.

●

Orient the lesson so that you face the student and the examiners as much as possible.

●

Be confident, energetic and pleasant – an appropriate sense of humor never hurts.

●

Be rested and ready for the exam so that it will be a positive and fun experience.

●

Teach in a natural way – as you would do at your own fencing program. The examiners are interested in
hearing your verbal explanations, seeing your demonstrations and seeing how you organize the lessons.

●

At the conclusion of the exam the candidate should salute and shake hands with the examiner(s).

●

Do your homework, study and feel free to seek help from others in the fencing community. Any member of
the Certification and Accreditation Board will be glad to answer any questions.
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